[Has the time come to adopt consultation time as a new technology for "the basket"? A literature review of the relations between consultation duration and consultation quality in primary care].
Consultation time is an important resource in primary care, and it is important to understand whether a longer consultation results in better outcomes in morbidity and mortality, and patients' and physicians' satisfaction. Patients' visits may last from 2-3 minutes up to 30 minutes for similar medical problems. The increasing demands from the primary care physician in preventive medicine, complicated care and mental health, have led physicians to feel that the length of time for consultations were insufficient to fulfill these demands. The literature review conducted revealed two forms of research: observational studies where the research examined the relation between consultation length and various outcomes, and intervention studies where different consultation length were compared in order to assess their outcome. The studies are presented in this review according to the parameters that were examined: patients' and doctors' satisfaction, physician stress during the consultation, patients' recurrent visits, diagnosis of depression and psychological problems by the physician, preventive medicine and life style recommendation during consultation, diagnosis and treatment of acute and chronic diseases by the physician, utilization of resources such as prescription number, lab tests and referral to specialists by the physician.